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Abstract- Better efficiency and greater reliability are the unquenchable thirst of the modern world. As a part of quenching 
this, Triple Spark Technology can be integrated in IC engines, thereby replacing Single and Twin Spark Technologies. This 
paper deals with highlighting the enhancements that can be made in IC enginesto increase its efficiency, by increasing the 
number of Spark Plugs. Conventional engines employed Single Spark plug. In order to increase the power output and reduce 
the amount of unburnt wastes, the number of spark plugs was increased to two, thereby helping in efficient burning of the 
air-fuel mixture from two directions rather than one. This new technology was named as “Twin Spark Ignition System”.  
But to increase the efficiency to another extent, a new well-improved system was introduced and termed as “Triple Spark 
Technology”, involving the use of three spark plugs in the same Engine. Further details are explained below. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Conventional Single Spark Plug Ignited Four-
Stroke Engine 
An ignition system is a system employed for igniting 
an air-fuelmixture in IC Engines. Ignition systems are 
popular in the field of internal combustion engines 
such as those used in petrol (gasoline) engines used to 
power the majority of motor vehicles.  
The first electric spark ignition system was 
Alessandro Volta's toy electric pistol in the 1780s.  
 
Today all petrol engines employ an electric spark for 
ignition. 
The simplest form of sparkplug is designed by 
making use of the magnets, either by fixing the 
magnet or spinning the magnet around the coil using 
the energy supplied by the engine. In Early Ignition 
systems, Contact breaker played a vital role. 
Early magneto ignition system had a single coil, with 
the contact breaker inside the combustion chamber. 
 

 
 
A typical Magneto Ignition System is shown in the 
fig. 
In 1902, Bosch was the one who fueled the concept 
of Ignition systems by introducing a double-coil 
magneto, with a fixed sparking plug but the contact 
breaker outside the cylinder. However, Modern cars 
do not employ magnetos, because they generate 
electricity on their own.They produced some trouble 
while starting,in order to overcome this, in 1908,  

 
Henry Ford, founder of Ford Motor Company, used 
non-rechargeable dry cells in Ford Model T. 
Later Single Spark Plug grew wealthier with 
accumulated technologies such as ignition system 
powered by Battery and coil,introduced in the year of 
1910 by Charles kettering. 
In Electronic ignition system contact breaker is 
replaced by timer, operated by the electrically 
generated pulse  
 
II. TWIN SPARK IGNITION ENGINES 
 
Alfa romeo was the one who achieved a milestone in 
the field of ignition systemsby introducing the 
concept of“Twin Spark Technology” in the year of 
1914, in the Grand Prix car. Later during the 1960’s 
this technology was used intheir race car as this 
technology gives higher output with the same level of 
input. Later Alfa Romeo used this technology in road 
to achieve good performance and to control the 
emission rate, generally single cylinder engine, in 
early period powered with single spark plug, is placed 
in the one end of the combustion chamber.  
 

  
 
When the spark is ignited in cylinders powered by 
single spark, having the fresh charge (air-fuel 
mixture) flames spreads as inflating balloon slowly 
which results in the slow combustion hence the flame 
cannot reach all circumference of cylinder, which 
results in incomplete combustion and higher 
emissionrate. 
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When we move to the engine with higher power, 
scale of incomplete combustion and emission rate 
increases. To overcome this Digital twin spark 
technology came into play. It takes control over the 
combustion by the aid of a microprocessor and two 
spark plugs placed at the head of the cylinder at an 
angle of 900 from the valve axis. By introducing 2 
sparks in the combustion chamber, the air-fuel 
mixture gets ignited in such a way that a reduction in 
flame travel rate of about 40% occurs. This in turn 
increases the efficiency of the engine. 
 

 
DTS Engine 

 
The fuel mixture that enters the cylinder during the 
suction stroke is compressed in the compression 
stroke. Then one of the spark plugs ignites the 
mixture and combustion occurs. Simultaneously the 
other plug also ignites and it covers the areas that are 
not covered by the flame of the first spark plug and 
rapid ignition takes place. Even though this 
technology seems to be efficient and authorized by all 
the bike manufacturers, they do not employ this in 
their models, as the concept of single spark plug with 
differential sparking cycles seems to be challenging 
with a faster rate of combustion. 
 
III. TRIPLE SPARK TECHNOLOGY 

 

 

The most recent advancement in the field of Ignition 
system is the Triple Spark Technology, which sets a 
new benchmark in terms of performance, Efficiency, 
etc. for the new Pulsar models. Bajaj has been 
pioneering in the field of Ignition Systems with the 
DTS-i technology launched in 2003. The new Pulsar 
series takes use of Triple Spark Technology with a 
SOHC 4-valve Triple Spark Engine controlled by an 
advanced Electronic Control Unit(ECU) for a greater 
performance, which is supported by a six speed gear 
box and a liquid cooling. 
 

 
Bajaj Pulsar 200NS 

 
The Pulsar 200NS chassis comprises a pressed steel 
perimeter frame and a rectangular tube section swing 
arm delivering over three times the lateral stiffness of 
a P220 frame, which delivers outstanding handling at 
higher speeds and cornering stability. 
The pent roof combustion chamber in the engine 
houses 3 spark plugs. Out of the 3 spark plugs, the 
center one is the primary plug. The other secondary 
plugs are mounted opposite to each other. The 
primary plug produces the spark during the 
combustion stroke, after which the secondary plugs 
ignites the mixture, resulting in better efficiency. The 
timings are controlled by the ECU depending on the 
throttle position, load, etc. These plugs are more 
efficient on low rev riding conditions. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It can be concluded that by applying these 
technologies in the present day automobiles, we can 
design better power bikes with greater fuel efficiency. 
This technology also plays a vital role in the 
minimization of fuel consumption and harmful 
emission levels. The use of these technologies results 
in better fuel efficiency, Lower fuel delivery, 
improved cold start, quick warm up and excellent 
response to sudden response. We can hope for better 
technologies, thereby achieving better results. 
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